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Abstract—Test amplification generates new tests by mutating
existing, developer-written tests and keeping those tests that
improve the coverage of the test suite. Current amplification
tools focus on starting from a specific test and propose coverage
improvements all over a software project, requiring considerable
effort from the software engineer to understand and evaluate
the different tests when deciding whether to include a test in
the maintained test suite. In this paper, we propose a novel
approach that lets the developer take charge and guide the test
amplification process towards a specific branch they would like
to test in a control flow graph visualization. We evaluate whether
simple modifications to the automatic process that incorporate the
guidance make the test amplification more effective at covering
targeted branches. In a user study and semi-structured interviews
we compare our user-guided test amplification approach to
the state-of-the-art open test amplification approach. While our
participants prefer the guided approach, we uncover several
trade-offs that influence which approach is the better choice,
largely depending on the use case of the developer.

Index Terms—Software Testing, Test Amplification, Automated
Test Code Modification, User-centric Design, Human-Automation
Interaction

I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is one of the central activities in the soft-
ware development lifecycle [1]. One part of this are developer
tests, i.e., small automated programs that software developers
write to check that their code behaves as they intend and
prevent it from breaking in the future [2]. While developer
testing is widely seen as valuable, it is also a tedious and
time-consuming activity [3]. One automated approach to relief
developers of this manual effort is test amplification. Test am-
plification mutates existing, developer-written tests to explore
new behavior of the code under test [4]. Previous studies have
shown that it can provide valuable tests to developers [5]–
[7], but at the cost of long runtimes [5], [7] and effort for
the developers to understand the behavior and impact of the
amplified tests [7]–[9]. Let us illustrate this with an example:

Masha, a software developer, is working on a
new feature of their software project, that requires
small changes in their existing code. Before sub-
mitting a patch, she needs tests that cover all her
new code, so she decides to use test amplification to
generate them automatically. She picks an existing
test from the class she worked on and asks the tool
to create new tests based on it. After a while the
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tool reports back and proposes several tests to her.
Unfortunately, the class did not have a high test
coverage, so she has to sift through quite a few
tests spending time to understand what code they
cover and realize it is not the code she is concerned
with. Even for the tests that target her code, she has
to switch between several methods under test and
every time recall what behavior this method should
have, so she can judge whether the generated test is
correct.

Our hypothesis is that these understandability issues are in
part rooted in the disconnect between the present point of
interest of a developer in the code base, and the dispersed
coverage contributions amplified tests are providing, i.e., they
need to rebuild the task context [10]. To bridge this disconnect,
we propose to involve the software developer more tightly in
the test amplification process. Ideally, they can convey what
piece of code they are interested in to test and then the test
amplification presents only those tests that are relevant for the
focus of the developer.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach of user-guided
test amplification. Starting from a method in their code base,
the developer can initiate the test amplification and choose in
a visualized control-flow graph which branch of the method
should be tested. The test amplification is then directed to
call this method specifically, and generates a variety of tests
for it. It measures the tests’ branch coverage and presents all
tests that cover the intended branch to the developer, using the
same control-flow graph visualization to help the developer
understand how the test executes the method under test.

We conduct a technical case study and a user study to
understand the impact and potential use of user-guided test
amplification.1 In both studies we compare it to the existing
test amplification approach [6], [7], which we will call open
test amplification for a clearer distinction. With our technical
case study on 31 classes from two open source projects, we
investigate whether our simple changes in the guided ampli-
fication process are indeed effective at producing a higher
ratio of tests for the targeted branch, and whether to guidance
enables us to cover more branches overall in a project. Our
findings from this study answer our first research question:

1We follow the empirical standard for engineering research:
https://acmsigsoft.github.io/EmpiricalStandards/docs/?standard=
EngineeringResearch
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Fig. 1: Interaction with Brandt and Zaidman’s test exploration IDE plugin for open test amplification [7].

RQ1: How effective does guided test amplification generate
tests for targeted branches (compared to open test amplifi-
cation)?

In our user study, 12 developers apply both approaches to
two classes and we interview them about their experiences.
From this, we learn how they perceive each technique and
their considerations when comparing them to each other. Our
observations address our second research question:

RQ2: How do developers perceive guided test amplification
(compared to open test amplification)?

Our two evaluation studies show that user-guided test am-
plification does deliver on the intended goals of making the
test amplification process more effective and the coverage of
the amplified tests easier to understand. However, the studies
also show that the user-guided version of test amplification is
not always better. From the participant’s explanations during
the interviews we learned that user-guided test amplification
is closer to the real-life process of developing and testing new
code where the developer focuses on a specific feature, writing
code and tests for it. On the other hand, open test amplification
is more suited when focusing on improving the test suite
for an already existing code base, as it connects new tests
clearer to the already existing tests. This is one example of
the trade-offs between open and user-guided test amplification
that our studies make apparent. We discuss all trade-offs we
encountered to help the reader understand the strengths and
weaknesses of both approaches, and to help developers choose
which approach fits best to their goals and workflow.

II. TEST AMPLIFICATION

In this section, we introduce the concept of (open) test
amplification, which is realized in the state-of-the-art test

amplification tool for Java called DSpot [6].

The aim of test amplification is to generate new tests by
leveraging the knowledge in existing, human-written tests [4].
These new tests improve the existing test suite with respect
to a defined engineering goal, e.g., structural coverage or
mutation score. Our work is based on Brandt and Zaidman’s
proposal of developer-centric test amplification, which focuses
on generating short and easy-to-understand tests to be included
into the developer’s maintained code base [7].

A central part of Brandt and Zaidman’s proposal is to
combine the automatic test amplification with a test explo-
ration tool that guides the developer’s interaction with the
test amplification. Fig. 1 illustrates the workflow with their
prototype in form of an IDE plugin. The developer starts by
selecting an original test to be the basis for the amplification 1⃝
and requesting the plugin to amplify that test 2⃝. When the
amplification finishes, it notifies the developer 3⃝ that they
can start exploring the generated tests. The exploration tool
presents to the developer the additional coverage that an
amplified test provides 4⃝, the code of the test 5⃝, and action
buttons to easily add the test into the test suite or browse
through the list of amplified tests 6⃝.

The automated process behind test amplification (see the
upper half of Fig. 3) starts from an original test which
comes from the existing, manually written test suite of a
software project. We mutate the input phase of the test with
several amplification operators: changing literal values slightly
or replacing them with random values, as well as adding,
duplicating or removing method calls to the objects under
test. The old assertions are replaced by new ones which use
the current behavior of the system as the oracle. Then, we
execute all new tests and measure their instruction coverage.
The tool selects all tests that cover new instructions compared
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Fig. 2: Interaction with user-guided test amplification.

to the existing test suite and presents them to the developer.
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Fig. 3: The automated process behind open test amplification
and modifications to it for guided test amplification.

The interaction and the underlying amplification process
starts from a developer-selected original test, randomly mu-
tates it and keeps all new tests that cover new instructions
anywhere in the project under test. We coin it open test
amplification as it openly looks for any new tests that could
be valuable for a project.

Previous studies on open test amplification showed that
with this approach, it is difficult for the users to connect
the test to the code under test it covers [7], [9]. Also, not
all uncovered code is equally important to be tested in the
opinion of the developers [7]. The original proposers of the
approach had to take several design decisions that limit the
power of the amplification, in order to make it fast enough to
be interactively used [7]. To address these shortcomings, we
propose to let the developer take the lead and guide the test
amplification towards the code they find relevant to be tested.

III. USER-GUIDED TEST AMPLIFICATION

To speed up the process of finding new tests and make
it easier for the developer to understand the context of the
generated tests, we propose to let the developer direct the test
amplification to the specific code they want to test. We call
this approach user-guided test amplification and build it upon
the developer-centric implementation of DSpot [6], [7].

The developer starts by selecting a method in the code under
test which they would like to test (see 1⃝ in Fig. 2). Then, the
test exploration tool presents them with a control flow graph
of that method, similar to the graph shown at 2⃝. The graph
shows the execution structure of the method through boxes
for each statement and condition, connected with arrows. The
arrows annotated with “True” or “False” represent branches
in the control flow of the method, letting the developer see
the different scenarios that might need testing. We compute
the existing test coverage for the method and highlight the
branches that are already covered in green, and those that are
not covered in red. The developer can select the branch that
they would like to cover and start the test amplification. The
tool automatically looks for the corresponding test class and
picks the first—often most simple—test as the original test for
the amplification. If no corresponing test class or test can be
found, the tool prompts the user to create a test and invoke
the amplification again. When inspecting the result, the test
exploration tool reuses the same control flow graph to show
the developer the additional coverage that the amplified test
provides 3⃝. The developer can then decide whether to add the
test to the test suite or to continue exploring the other tests or
invoke the tool again for other branches.

We add two simple modifications to the underlying auto-
mated test amplification process to incorporate the guidance
provided by the developer. The lower half of Fig. 3 illustrates
the modifications we make to the open test amplification pro-
cess. As the first modification to the input of the original test,
we call the method selected by the developer with randomly
generated values for the parameters. When an object is needed,
DSpot looks for a public constructor and uses it with random
values to initialize the object. Then we continue by randomly
mutating the test input as with open test amplification. All
produced tests that cover the branch selected by the developer
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are selected as results to be presented to the developer.
We intentionally make simple modifications and largely rely

on the amplification operators available in the base tool DSpot,
e.g., the random generation of parameter values for object
initialization. Our aim is to see whether such simple changes
can already be effective to improve test amplification before
considering more complex and runtime-impacting alternatives.

IV. EVALUATION

To evaluate our proposed user-guided test amplification, we
conduct two comparative studies: a technical case study and a
user study. Our first goal is to judge the effectiveness of our
technical changes to the test amplification process: does the
guidance lead to a larger proportion of the generated tests
covering the targeted branch compared to using open test
amplification (RQ1)? The second goal is to elicit the opinions
of developers on interacting with user-guided and open test
amplification (RQ2).

RQ1: How effective does guided test amplification gen-
erate tests for targeted branches (compared to open
test amplification)?

RQ2: How do developers perceive guided test amplifica-
tion (compared to open test amplification)?

To answer RQ1 we conduct a technical case study, where
we apply both approaches to generate tests for 100 branches
sampled from 31 classes of two open source projects. We
analyze the ratio of amplified tests fulfilling our coverage goals
to determine which approach is more effective. To answer
RQ2 we perform a user study with 12 developers that apply
both open and guided test amplification to test two classes.
Then we interview each participant to elicit their impression
of each approach and how they compare to each other.

A. Design Technical Case Study

In our technical case study, we sample code branches from
two open source projects and apply both guided and open test
amplification to try to cover them. We measure how many
branches can be covered at all by each approach, and what
percentage of the amplified tests generated in one run cover
the targeted branch.

We select two open source projects as study objects:
Javapoet 2, a library to generate java source files, and Stream-
lib 3, a library for summarizing data in streams. An important
selection criterion was the traceability from code to tests: in
both projects we can identify the matching test class for a
class, because they adhere to consistent naming conventions.
To select the targeted methods under test, we pick all classes
with a clearly identified test class and from these classes
select all public, non-static and non-abstract methods, which
are the methods that can be called by DSpot’s amplification
operators. Taking all branches from the selected methods under
test (160 from Javapoet, 264 from Stream-lib), we randomly

2https://github.com/square/javapoet
3https://github.com/addthis/stream-lib

sampled 100 branches per project. From their matching test
class, we take the first test as the original test method for the
amplification.

We run both guided and open test amplification for each of
the sampled branches, limiting the number of produced tests
to 200 per run. Next, we collect all resulting tests as well as
their coverage information. Per project, we calculated the ratio
of covered branches over the sampled branches (Equation (1)).

ratio covered branches =
# branches covered

# branches sampled
(1)

We calculate for each approach per project the average ratio
of successful tests (Equation (2)) over all runs. The ratio of
successful tests looks at how many of the returned amplified
tests do indeed cover the targeted branch.

ratio successful tests =
# tests covering branch

# tests returned
(2)

B. Results Technical Case Study

Table I shows the calculated effectiveness of guided and
open test amplification in comparison. We see that the guided
test amplification can cover more branches in both projects, but
the difference is small, and neither approach can cover more
than 41% of the sampled branches. This shows that guiding the
test amplification by explicitly calling the method that contains
the targeted branch is only marginally helpful in covering a
larger variety of branches of a project.

TABLE I: Ratio of covered branches (see Equation (1))).

Javapoet Stream-lib

Open Test Amplification 23% 35%
Guided Test Amplification 32% 41%

To understand why many branches could not be covered
by either test amplification approach, we manually inspected
the branches that could not be covered. A core reason for
not covering a branch was that the objects under test or the
target method parameters are not initialized with the right
values. In some cases, this came from the amplification tool
not supporting the parameter’s type, e.g., for a class without
a public constructor. Then, the tool sets the parameters to
null or empty values, which lead to exceptions when trying to
generate assertions. We saw that Javapoet’s classes have more
methods whose parameter types are classes without public
constructors, while Stream-lib mostly works with simple data
types for the parameters. As the amplification tool’s imple-
mentation does not support initializing classes without public
constructors, this could explain why the amplification is more
effective on Stream-lib than on Javapoet. Similarly, generating
tests for faults or locations that require complex input objects
is challenging for search-based tools like EvoSuite [11].

We investigated whether the choice of the original test im-
pacts the ability to cover a certain branch. For this, we sampled
ten branches that were not covered by the amplification and
also not the existing test suites. Then, we amplified all tests in
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the corresponding test class, but still could not generate tests
that cover the sampled branches. This shows that selecting
different initial tests likely does not impact how effective the
test amplification is at covering the sampled branches. The
earlier mentioned likely cause for not covering the branches,
not being able to generate the right initialization for the objects
under test, seems to not be solved by selecting different initial
tests.

Table II shows how many of the tests generated in one run of
guided and open test amplification cover the targeted branch.
While the ratio of tests that successfully cover the targeted
branch with open test amplification is only 24% for Javapoet
and 45% for Stream-lib, for guided test amplification this ratio
is 70% for both projects. These results show that the guided
test amplification is substantially more likely to produce tests
that cover the targeted branch. This indicates, that the simple
guidance we implemented into the guided test amplification—
calling the method containing the targeted branch—is indeed
effective at guiding the test amplification towards our target.
Therefore, using guided test amplification enables us to set the
amplification to generate fewer tests, while still having a good
chance at receiving a test that covers the targeted branch.

TABLE II: Average ratio of successful tests, which cover the
targeted branch (see Equation (2)).

Javapoet Stream-lib

Open Test Amplification 24% 45%
Guided Test Amplification 70% 70%

Looking how the ratio of successful tests is distributed
over the sampled, targeted branches (Fig. 4), we see clear
differences between the projects. While in Javapoet the distri-
butions are dense and the higher effectiveness of guided test
amplification is clearly visible, for the Stream-lib project the
ratio of tests successfully covering the targeted branch differs
much more significantly from branch to branch. One possible
explanation for this difference is that number of methods in
Javapoet’s classes is higher than in Stream-lib. This means
that it benefits more from the modification in guided test
amplification that explicitly calls the method under test before
the further input mutation.

C. Answer to RQ1: How effective does guided test amplifica-
tion generate tests for targeted branches (compared to open
test amplification)?

Summarizing the results of our technical case study, we can
see that guided test amplification is more effective than
open test amplification when covering a specific targeted
branch. However, both approaches fail to cover the majority of
the sampled branches and depending on the project there can
be a large variety in the ratio of generated tests covering the
targeted for both approaches. We will discuss and interpret
these observations together with the insights from our user
study in Section V.

Fig. 4: Distribution of the ratio of successful tests (see Equa-
tion (2)).

D. Design User Study

Our central ideas for guided test amplification were moti-
vated by the interaction with the user: the developer initiates
the test amplification and guides it towards a method and
branch, reducing the search space for new tests. In addition,
this should help the developer understand and review the
generated tests, because they already built up the necessary
mental task context of the method unter test [10]. To elicit the
opinions of developers on the use of guided test amplification
in comparison to open test amplification, we conduct a study.

The user study starts with a questionnaire collecting demo-
graphic information and informed consent from each partici-
pant. Then, the participants are introduced to the concept of
test amplification and asked to generate tests for two classes
with similar complexity taken from the open source project
Stream-lib. Each developer applied both open and guided
test amplification, and we equally shuffled the order of the
approaches and which class they test according to the four
groups in Table III. After the participant solved both tasks,
we conduct a semi-structured interview. Guided by a list of
closed questions (see Figs. 5 and 6) we ask the participants
to reflect on their experience with the open and guided test
amplification, to compare both approaches and to express their
overall impression of the amplified tests.

We conducted the study fully remotely in sessions of 60 to
90 minutes. We recruited 12 participants through convenience
sampling in our professional networks and on social media.
You can find the complete tasks and questionnaires in our
online appendix [12]. Our study design was approved by our
local ethics review board.

E. Results User Study

From the demographic questionnaire, we learn that we
have a relatively young population of 12 participants with a
development experience of one to three years (7), four to six
years (4) and seven to nine years (1). Two of the participants
had used an automatic test generation tool before. Their main
programming languages were Python (6), Java (4), or C++ (3),
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TABLE III: Task ordering for our participant groups.

Group First Task Second Task

1 User-Guided Test Amplification
StreamSummary

Open Test Amplification
ConcurrentStreamSummary

2 User-Guided Test Amplification
ConcurrentStreamSummary

Open Test Amplification
StreamSummary

3 Open Test Amplification
StreamSummary

User-Guided Test Amplification
ConcurrentStreamSummary

4 Open Test Amplification
ConcurrentStreamSummary

User-Guided Test Amplification
StreamSummary

and they mainly identified as working in general software
development (4), research (2) or data and analytics (2).

1) Guided Test Amplification: Looking at the feedback
regarding the guided test amplification, presented in Fig. 5, the
participants strongly agree that the control flow graph showing
the coverage of the target method is easy to understand (Q1).
When asked whether the information provided is valuable,
the participants strongly agree (Q2) and point out that the
primary value is in visualizing the code structure and coverage,
especially when the complexity of the method under test is
high. Question (Q3) centers around whether the control flow
graph effectively lets the participants convey their expectation
of what to cover to the amplification. On average the partici-
pants agree to this, pointing out that it also helps identify all
scenarios that are possible when calling the method under test.

They agree that the same visualization is also easy to
understand when it comes to showing the coverage of an
amplified test (Q4), and helps to select which amplified test to
keep and add into the test suite (Q5). In this selection process,
the visualization was especially helpful when the amplified
tests provided diverse coverage contributions in methods with
many branching points. Two participants were neutral about
using the control flow graph to select a test, pointing to that
they only want to cover the previously selected branch and
rather focus on the code of the amplified test instead when
selecting or add the test without further inspection.

2) Open Test Amplification: When it comes to the open
test amplification, our study participants are more divided,
but on average agree that the text-based instruction coverage
explanation is easy to understand (Q6, Q7) and provides
useful information (Q8). The main complaints were that listing
each occurrence of new instruction coverage was too detailed
and that the connection between the test and the covered
instructions was not clear even with the provided hyperlinks.
The participants that were positive found the class and method
names informative and liked that the hyperlinks let them
locate the code under test conveniently. We asked whether
the provided information about the amplification mutations
in the test (Q9) and the additional coverage (Q10) helped
the developers select which test to keep. The participants on
average agreed that the additional coverage is helpful to select
which test to keep (Q10). However, they criticized that they
could not see the existing coverage to judge if a line in the
code under test is already covered or not. One participant
also thought out loud about whether the provided coverage

is actually important coverage.
3) Both Approaches Compared: After discussing each am-

plification approach separately with our participants, we asked
several questions to compare both approaches (see Fig. 6).
Directly asked whether the instruction coverage of open test
amplification or the branch coverage of guided test amplifica-
tion is easier to understand, all participants prefer the branch
coverage (Q13). The participants found it easier to map the
branch coverage to the source code structure. Some were
also not familiar with the concept of instruction coverage and
struggled to identify the single instructions in a line of code.
Most participants prefer the visualized control flow graph over
representing coverage as highlights in the editor (Q14). Using
the visualization they did not need to read the source code of
the method under test.

We asked the developers to reflect which approach helps
them more during test generation (Q16) and they were divided
between the two approaches. Seven participants prefer the
guided test amplification as it is closer to writing tests in real-
life scenarios, where they focus on specific features to cover.
Two participants prefer open test amplification: one proposes
to use it early in the test creation process to cover as much code
as possible, the other focuses on connecting a new test with
the existing ones it is based on, which is clearer during open
test amplification. Three participants were neutral and voted
to combine the two approaches. When they do not have a
specific coverage goal they would use open test amplification,
while they would choose the guided test amplification when
they aim for more control over each tests’ coverage.

Regarding selecting which resulting test to incorporate into
the test suite, the participants mainly prefer the guided test
amplification (Q15). The ten participants voting for guided test
amplification mention that when writing tests they usually have
a specific feature in the code they want to cover, which they
can achieve by guiding the test amplification. One participant
prefers open test amplification as they focus on covering the
whole project as much as possible and want to compare
the different tests based on their total contributed coverage.
One participant is neutral and would use both approaches
depending on the situation.

Finally, we asked about their overall impression of the am-
plified test, which was positive (Q11, Fig. 5). The participants
on average strongly agree that they would use test amplifica-
tion again (Q12) and gave a variety of suggestions on how to
improve the tools for both test amplification approaches. One
aspect they noted positively is that the tool clearly indicates
when it could not generate a test for a selected branch, which
made these situations less negative in the participants’ opinion.

F. Answer to RQ2: How do developers perceive guided test
amplification (compared to open test amplification)?

Looking at all the results of our user study, we see that
a majority of our participants prefer the user-guided test
amplification approach (Q16) because it fits better into the
typical situation they create tests in: when they want to
test a specific location in their code. Factors contributing to
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Q5 The the Control Flow Graph and branch/line coverage is helpful when you select tests.
Q4 The test generation results displayed with the Control Flow Graph are clear and easy to understand.

Q3 The interaction with the Control Flow Graph effectively assists you in conveying your test expectations.
Q2 The Control Flow Graph of the method under test provides valuable information.

Q1 The Control Flow Graph of the method under test is easy to understand.
Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

Q10 The instruction coverage and highlighting code are helpful when you select tests.
Q9 The information on modifications applied to tests are helpful when you select tests.

Q8 The test information provides valuable information.
Q7 The generation result displayed with additional instruction coverage is clear and easy to understand.

Q6 The instruction coverage and corresponding code highlighting is easy to understand.

0% 20
%

40
%

60
%

80
%

10
0%

Q12 You would want to use the tool to help you write tests in the future.
Q11 The amplified test cases provided by the tool satisfy your expectations.

Fig. 5: Participant answers on each of the two amplification approaches and test amplification in general.

Q13 Which type of coverage is easier to understand?
Instruction Coverage Neutral Branch Coverage

Q14 Which display form of coverage is easier to understand?
Text Neutral Control Flow Graph

0% 20
%

40
%

60
%

80
%

10
0%

Q16 Which type of test amplification is more helpful for you to generate test cases?
Q15 Which type of test amplification helps you select the amplified test cases more?

Open Test Amplification Neutral User-Guided Test Amplification

Fig. 6: Participant answers on comparing user-guided and open test amplification.

this judgement are that all participants found branch coverage
easier to understand than instruction coverage (Q13), and most
preferred the structure-revealing control-flow graph visualiza-
tion over the more precise textual representation of additional
coverage (Q14). This preference for user-guided test amplifi-
cation is also supported by the overall more positive ratings in
the detailed questions about the approach (Q1-5), compared to
the detailed questions about open test amplification (Q6-10).

From the explanations of our participants we learned that
they do not universally prefer user-guided test amplification
over open test amplification, but that it depends on their use
case, the information that they need to judge the amplified tests
and the amount of control they want to have over the ampli-
fication process. The results of our technical study showed
that the effectiveness of guided test amplification compared to
open test amplification depends on the class structure in the
code under test and the data types used as parameters. Taken
together, we see that there are trade-offs between the two
approaches that should be considered when choosing either
to work with or to improve in future research. In Section V we
collect these trade-offs and discuss the implications of them
for practitioners and researchers.

G. Threats to Validity

There are several threats to the validity of our two studies
and their results. When it comes to internal validity, we miti-
gated the threats by switching the order of the two approaches
(threat: learning effect) and which class each approach was
applied to (threat: dissimilar classes) equally over the four
randomly-assigned participant groups. The characteristics of
the two projects and their classes in our technical study could
dictate the outcome of our technical study. To mitigate this,
we manually analyzed the classes and transparently discuss the
impact of the number of methods per class and the complexity
of the used data types on the effectiveness comparison of
the test amplification approaches. To ensure the confirmability

of our user study results, we focus on presenting the closed
question ratings and support them with explanations staying
as close as possible to the participants’ formulations.

Regarding construct validity, the results of both studies are
influenced by our prototype implementations. We used the
same test amplification tool for both approaches, which is
based on DSpot and limited to Java, with the only differences
in implementation described in Section III. Another threat is
whether we are measuring the effect of the different amplifica-
tion approaches or the changed user interface (UI) from open
to user-guided test amplification. We agree with the original
creators of developer-centric test amplification [7] that a tool
for developers and its UI can fundamentally not be developed
or studied in isolation. To mitigate this threat, we ask separate
questions about the information and the UI elements to our
participants (Q1/2, Q4/5, Q6/10, Q13/14).

The external validity of the results from our technical
study is threatened by the two projects selected for the case
study. We observed that the complexity of the used data
types and the number of methods in a class influence the
effectiveness of the test amplification. Further studies on a
larger variety of projects and classes are needed to demonstrate
the generalizability of our findings. Another threat to the
external validity of our user study is whether the participants
experienced the whole variety of methods which to test with
amplification. To mitigate this, we selected example classes
with a varied complexity of methods and initial tests that cover
some methods of the class fully, partially or not at all. In
the user study we have participants from a range of different
software domains, but no participant has more than ten years
of development experience, making the results potentially not
generalizable to very senior developers.
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V. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS
AND RESEARCHERS

With designing user-guided test amplification, we set out to
improve the effectiveness of the process and the understand-
ability of the produced tests. Our technical case study indicates
that user-guided test amplification is indeed more effective,
and the user study suggests that developers find its components
more understandable than those of open test amplification.
However, we also saw that the effectiveness of each approach
varies per project and class, and that the developers might
prefer different test amplification approaches depending on
their current goal with testing. In this section, we will discuss a
series of trade-offs that we identified based on our two studies
and the design of both amplification techniques. Table IV gives
an overview of these trade-offs, together with the source from
which we take the answer for either technique.

The two amplification approaches fit two complimentary
use cases for software developers. From the participants
reflecting on which approach is more helpful to generate tests
(Q16), we learned that the user-guided version is better suited
when they write tests in conjunction with the production code,
also called test-guided development [3], [13]. When their focus
is to improve the test suite itself, e.g., to address technical test
debt [14]–[17], open test amplification would be the better
choice. This is because it connects an amplified test clearer to
the original test from the test suite by pointing out the applied
input modifications.

Open test amplification also informs the developer about
the coverage impact of an amplified test across the whole
project [7]. With the high prevalence of integration tests in
JUnit test suites [18], [19], tests amplified from them can im-
prove test coverage in several locations throughout a software
project [9]. Because this scattered coverage information can be
confusing [7] and partially irrelevant to developers [9], user-
guided test amplification focuses only on the impact in the
targeted method. In return, it can use the available room to
convey the stronger metric of branch coverage in a simple
and easy to understand visualization (Q14).

A previous study on the interaction of software developers
with test amplification showed the importance of managing
the users’ expectations and making sure they align with what
the tool can provide [7]. Open test amplification only proposes
tests for locations it can actually cover, so it can easily fulfill
the user’s expectations for receiving tests. In our proposal of
user-guided test amplification the developers can select any
branch as a target, but as we saw in the technical study, more
than half of the branches in our study projects could not be
covered. This might disappoint the user and not meet their
expectations. When the participants of our study encountered
this, they however were positive about the fact that the tool
clearly reported that it could not generate a test (participant
reflection on Q12). To address the low success rate of guided
test amplification, we would need to initialize the objects
and parameters correctly to hit the targeted branch (manual
inspection technical study). Advanced techniques like concolic

execution [20]–[22], or search-based optimization [23] could
address this. However, these can be expensive to compute.

When studying the effectiveness of test amplification in our
technical study, we saw that guided test amplification produces
a higher ratio of tests that successfully cover the targeted
branch. This highly fits the use case of testing the developer’s
current focal method. In contrast, the more explorative search
in the whole method space of a class under test that open test
amplification performs is more effective when the goal is to
improve the coverage across the whole class. Someone who
uses guided test amplification for this would need to invoke it
over and over again for each method in the class.

A. Implications for Practitioners

Our evaluation of user-guided and open test amplification
uncovered a set of trade-offs a software developer or their
manager should consider when choosing which approach to
apply. The main, reoccurring consideration is why someone
wants to generate tests: (1) to improve the test suite itself
(choose open test amplification), or (2) to get support for
writing tests while working on a specific part of the production
code (choose user-guided test amplification). Beyond this, our
study also shows anecdotal evidence that when a code base
contains many complex classes with private constructors, test
amplification with our state-of-the-art tool will likely not be
able to cover many branches.

B. Implications for Researchers

For researchers in the area of test amplification and gener-
ation, as well as developer-centric support tools, the insights
from our study point to several new research directions.

Improving the effectiveness of guided test amplification asks
for more advanced techniques to initialize objects to cover
the targeted branch. Can we apply computationally expensive
techniques while still providing an interactive user experience?

Could we actively ask the developer to help us with the
initialization of objects that are hard to create? Here the
question is whether they would know enough to provide a
valuable initialization and whether the automation would still
be worth it to use for the developer if they would have to
contribute such substantial effort to the test generation.

Many decisions in the design of either test amplification
approach are motivated by the required interactive speed.
Would it be feasible to pre-generate tests in the background
and then selectively present relevant ones to the developer
when they request tests? A complication here is that current
developer-test generation approaches like test amplification or
search-based generation with EvoSuite [24], require the code
under test to be available. However, we observed repeatedly in
our user study that developers are looking for tests covering
the code they just wrote a short while ago.

Why did the participants of our study prefer the control-flow
graph visualization of the branch coverage over the bytecode
instruction visualization of the line coverage? Based on our
observations, we conjecture that the following aspect could
influence this: (1) using a coverage metric that is embedded
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TABLE IV: Trade-offs between user-guided and open test amplification.

User-Guided Test Amplification Open Test Amplification

Fits use case Writing production code & wanting tests for it [participant
reflection on Q16]

Improving test suite and resolving technical debt [partici-
pant reflection on Q16, [7]]

Understand coverage contribu-
tion and test execution

In targeted method in detail [Q4, design user-guided test
amplification]

Across the whole project [9]

Expectation of receiving tests Might disappoint if targeted branch cannot be covered
[Technical study]

Only proposes tests / additional coverage it can provide
[design open test amplification [7]]

Runtime efficiency More effective at providing tests for method of interest
[Technical study]

Can provide larger coverage variety of tests for whole
class [7]

in the developer’s mental structure of the code, (2) limiting
the scope of the displayed code coverage to just the one
method the developer is concerned about, and (3) presenting
the existing coverage in conjunction with the additionally
provided coverage, letting the developer grasp the differential
impact a new amplified test makes.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work from the areas of
directed and interactive test generation.

A. Directed Test Generation

Search-Based Software Testing (SBST) uses search algo-
rithms to automatically find tests that a variety test objectives
captured in a fitness function [25]. SBST has been used
to automate test generation for various test goals, such as
maximizing structural coverage [26]–[30] and crash reproduc-
tion [23], [31], [32].

Test suite augmentation techniques are used to generate tests
that target code changes that the existing test suite does not
cover [33]. Xu et al. proposed several approaches for test aug-
mentation using concolic testing [34], genetic algorithms [35],
and a combined, hybrid approach [36], [37]. In their concolic
approach, they find the source node of a changed branch and
select existing tests that reach this source node. Then they
explore different directions of path conditions to find new
tests for the changed branch. Their genetic algorithm uses a
fitness function that prefers the distance of a test’s execution
to the changed branch. In contrast to their approach, our test
amplification focuses on all uncovered branches of a software,
not just the recently changed ones. Further, our approach is
simpler, as we only select a few initial tests and only amplify
them with one evolutionary iteration.

Several researchers focused on generating targeted tests
to support debugging. Ma et al. propose directed symbolic
execution, using the distance to the target line as information to
guide the symbolic execution [38]. Dinges et al. [39] combine
symbolic execution, to find a suitable entry point to reach a
target statement, with concolic execution and heuristics, to try
to satisfy constraints too difficult for the symbolic execution.
Our approach makes use of the existing tests as a basis for
the amplification, and we do not use symbolic execution to
reduce our computational costs.

B. Interactive Test Generation

Several techniques are discussed to incorporate informa-
tion provided by humans into the test generation process.
Marculescu et al. proposed Interactive Search-Based Soft-
ware Testing (ISBST) to involve domain specialists in test
generation [40]. Their feedback adapts the fitness function
during the search process by changing the relative importance
of system quality attributes. The primary difference between
their work and ours is that they involve domain specialists
in the test generation, while we target software developers.
They pointed out the importance of perfecting how automated
test systems communicate with users and ensuring that results
are understandable to the users when transferring ISBST to
industry [41]. We address this in the design of our interface,
visualizing information about the test amplification results to
help the user’s comprehension.

Murphy et al. propose to apply grammatical evolution into
SBST and incorporate human expertise into the search [42].
They proposed that users can define the search space they
want their tests to be created from by specifying a gram-
mar. Ramı́rez et al. observed two key issues hindering the
acceptance of automated tests by analyzing various studies that
evaluated the effectiveness and acceptance of test generation
tools [43]: the opacity of the generation process and the lack of
cooperation with the tester. To address this, they incorporate
the tester’s subjective assessment of readability to compare
tests with the same fitness in a search-based test generation
process. Our work also addresses the concerns Ramı́rez et
al. raised. We cooperate with testers and make the process
transparent by letting testers express their branch coverage
goal and guide the test generation. We also improve the
understandability of tests by connecting the amplified tests
with testers’ coverage goals.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of user-guided test amplification was to ease the
effort for software developers when understanding amplified
tests, by letting them point the test generation to a specific
target branch and then visualizing the resulting coverage
leveraging a control flow graph of the method under test.
Through our technical case study, we show that even sim-
ple modifications to the amplification process make guided
test amplification more effective at generating tests for a
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targeted branch. Our user study shows that developers prefer
the interaction with user-guided test amplification, but that
the choice for either technique is dependent on the current
use case of the developer. From our studies and the design
of both approaches, we identify and discuss four trade-offs
that influence the choice between open and user-guided test
amplification: (1) the current task and goal of the developer,
(2) where the amplified test should provide coverage, (3) the
ability to fulfill the user’s expectation to receive a generated
test, and (4) the available time for the test amplification.

Beyond the research implications we mentioned earlier, our
work can be the basis for several future research directions:

We observed the developer’s wishes to generate tests while
they are working on a particular piece of code. While user-
guided test amplification is a step in this direction, the next
step would be to detect when a developer has finished a
change, and automatically generate and propose a test for the
code change to the developer.

The feedback on the coverage visualization showed that it
helps developer to understand test coverage better. On the other
hand, the expectations of the user guiding the amplification
now requires more advanced test generation approaches that
are already available in other tools. The next step, would be to
disconnect the test generation tool from the interaction layer
that proposes the tests to developers. This allows for more
flexibility in choosing the test generation tool that is right for
the job while still benefitting from the continued advancement
in test communication.
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